Across
3. (n) one who is obsessed with something
6. (n) a prayer shawl
7. (n) a Jewish school
10. (n) a small black cube containing pieces of scripture which is strapped to the head or left arm while praying
11. (n) a Jewish blessing of food, especially wine or bread
13. (n) a succession of rulers whose members are in the same family
15. (n) a term which usually refers to someone of Jewish descent
16. (v) to ponder, especially in a troubling manner
17. (n) a Yiddish term for father
18. (n) the entire teachings of the Jewish people
20. (n) a skull cap worn during religious study or prayer
22. (n) the Jewish day of rest
26. (n) a language which is a combination of Polish, Hebrew, Russian, and English
27. (n) two full pages of the Torah
28. (n) the Jewish book of mysticism

Down
1. (n) a completely righteous person believed to have special, mystical power
2. (n) Jews who do not follow the laws of faith - a very derogatory term
4. (n) Russian and Polish guerilla fighters; known for being vicious
5. (n) Adhering to the accepted or traditional and established faith in relation to Judaism
8. (n) a person who is not Jewish
9. (n) those who work in a hospital, usually doing routine duties such as getting water for patients and taking messages
12. (adj) refers to a deeply conservative Jew
14. (v) to disgrace or reduce in quality, character, or dignity
17. (adj) used to something
18. (n) the written law of Judaism (first five books of the "Old Testament")
19. (n) smoked salmon
21. (n) an imagined and ideal community
23. (adj) Occurring or belonging to the era before the Flood
24. (n) a shrub or vine with showy flowers, usually white, blue or pink
25. (n) a small entrance room